A transcription termination site occurs between the promoter for late gene expression of bacteriophage lambda and the late genes themselves. It is proposed that the lambda Q gene product controls late gene expression by overcoming this termination barrier.
The messenger RNA of the Escherichia coli phage X is synthesized by the bacterial host enzyme RNA polymerase (EC 2.7.7.6; nucleosidetriphosphate:RNA nucleotidyltransferase) (1, 2) . This RNA appears at levels adequate for phage growth only if two controlling proteins are synthesized, those encoded by X genes N and Q (3) . I have suggested previously (4, 5) that the N gene protein functions by overcoming transcription termination barriers, a proposal based partly on the observation that two termination sites that are active in vitro in the presence of the transcription termination factor rho are close to sites at which the N gene protein is known to function in vivo. This hypothesis has received substantial experimental support (6) (7) (8) (9) .
Here I provide evidence suggesting that the X Q gene protein, the activator of late gene expression, functions by the same mechanism. One in vitro transcript of X DNA produced by RNA polymerase in the presence or absence of rho factor is a small RNA species 200 nucleotides in length, the X 6S RNA (10) . I show that this RNA originates near the site at which X late gene expression is initiated in vivo. Furthermore, I show that DNA of the related phage 480 is a template for in vitro synthesis of a small RNA which arises from the corresponding region of its genome. The existence of these terminators preceding the late genes suggests that the X Q gene product and the comparable protein from 480 function by preventing transcription termination. 1147, 5061, 1118, 1153, 509, 1142, 1107, and 766 were obtained from E. Signer and are described in ref. 13 . All X phages (except Xdbio30-7 nin5) carried the C1857 repressor; they were grown by heat induction and purified by differential centrifugation and CsCl density centrifugation. DNA Preparation. Template DNA was prepared by phenol extraction, sometimes in the presence of 0.2% sodium dodecyl sulfate, and was dialyzed into 0.01 M Tris-acetate pH 7.9 (at 40), 0.001 M EDTA. DNA of Xdbio30-7 nin5 was a gift of P. Chadwick. Separated strands were prepared as described (15) . Bacterial DNA was prepared according to ref. 16. Enzymes. E. coli RNA polymerase, prepared according to the procedure of ref. 17 , was a gift of C. Hering. rho-Factor was prepared as described (4 Fig. 3, a 3 .6% polyacrylamide gel containing no agarose was used. Tube gels were cut into 1. 1-mm transverse slices and RNA was eluted from the slices into 2X SSC containing 0.5% sodium dodecyl sulfate by gentle shaking overnight at 37'. Eluted RNA was used directly for hybridization. An apparatus modified from that described by Studier (19) was used for electrophoresis in slab gels composed of acrylamide and agarose as described above. These were dried under reduced pressure (19) 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

RESULTS
In Vitro Transcripts of X DNA in the Presence and Absence of rho Factor. Fig. 1 shows a partial genetic and physical map of phage X which includes the regulatory genes N and Q and some of the regions that require the N and Q gene products for their expression. When X infects a bacterial cell, or when phage repressor is inactivated in a lysogen, RNA synthesis initiates at promoters PL and PR yielding, respectively, mRNA for the N and cro (or tof) genes (1, 22) . The N gene product acts at sites to the left of gene N and to the right of gene cro (8, 23) to allow the appearance of mRNA and the expression of genes in the regions beyond N and cro. In the absence of functional N product there is little gene expression and much less RNA appears. The mRNA for these regions beyond genes N and cro arises from extension of RNA molecules initiated at the early promoters PR and PL (6) . Among the genes in the PR operon dependent upon the N function for their expression is gene Q. The Q gene protein acts at a site between genes Q and S to provide expression of all late genes to the right of this site (13) and to allow the appearance of mRNA for these genes (1) .
The general pattern of transcription of X DNA in vitro in the presence and absence of rho factor is illustrated in Fig. 2 of the late messenger RNA (20) . It has been suggested that promoter PR', which yields the 6S RNA in vitro, serves as the promoter of late transcription in vivo (20 Fig. 2 .)
The data presented in Fig. 4 and ,80ii(Q8o) (0). lambdoid phages suggests that this configuration is involved in the mechanism of late gene control.
Longer Transcripts Synthesized in the Absence of rho Factor. At least three RNA species larger than 16S ribosomal RNA are synthesized from X+ or 080ix(Qx) DNA by purified RNA polymerase in the absence of rho factor. The species a, b, and c are discernible in the gel analysis of Fig. 2 and are well resolved in the gel presented in Fig. 5 . I estimate their molecular weights to be respectively 6 X 105, 1 Species b and c probably both originate from the early promoter PR and constitute RNA that would be terminated in the presence of rho factor to produce the 7S RNA. These two molecules could arise from a single promoter if the first termination site were only partially efficient. The assignment of both RNAs to PR is supported by their absence in synthesis from DNA of the phage Xdbio30-7 nin5, which is deleted for approximately 5.4% of the X genome in the region between PR and the X/080 crossover (see Fig. 1 ). RNA synthesized in vitro from DNA of this phage includes neither species b nor species c, but contains instead an RNA of molecular weight 1.7 X 106. This RNA anneals to r-strand DNA (data not shown), as do species b and c. A reasonable interpretation of this change is that the termination site that produces species b is deleted, so that all RNA proceeds to the termination site that normally yields species c; the difference in molecular weight between c and the 1.7 X 106 MW transcript from Xdbio30-7 nin5 is that expected from the length of the deletion (within experimental error). It is consistent with the assignment of both species to PR that c is synthesized from both X and 080Oi(QX) DNA. It is further consistent that species b is synthesized from both 080ix(Qx) and 080iX(Q8o) DNA, whereas the latter DNA does not yield species c. Instead, DNA of 080ix(Q8o) produces the somewhat longer RNA named c' in Fig. 5 . Since a transcript of molecular weight 2.3 X 106 initiated at PR would terminate in the region of nonhomology of these two DNAs, this difference is reasonable. The termination sites that produce c and c' might be those that produce the 6S RNA from promoter PR' and the 4S RNA from the comparable promoter of the >80 hybrid. None of these data exclude the possibility that b and c are initiated at a promoter other than PR in the region between PR and the X/X80 crossover before gene Q, but it is most likely that these major transcripts originate from the known dominant rightward promoter.
The i-strand specific RNA species a is synthesized from DNA of X and both X/080 hybrids, but it does not appear in synthesis from Xdbio30-7 nin5 DNA. Since the latter phage does not contain PL or the region to the left of PL (11, 14) , but does contain all other X DNA (except the 5.4% deletion) that is common to the other three phages, RNA species a almost certainly arises from PL. It is possible that the termination site that produces species a is only partially efficient in vitro, since some i-strand specific RNA of higher molecular weight is synthesized (data not shown).
DISCUSSION
There is evidence that at least some of these terminators that are active in vitro also function in vivo. RNA species comparable in size and site of origin to those synthesized from PR and PL in the presence of rho factor have been detected in induced cells, although there is no evidence from nucleotide sequence analysis that they terminate at identical sites (22, 23) . Two r-strand specific transcripts that could correspond to the in vitro species b and c have been observed in induced cells (22) . A separate indication that transcription termination by purified RNA polymerase in vitro can be authentic is the occurrence of a small i-strand specific A RNA (the "oop" RNA) both in vivo and in the transcript by purified RNA polymerase (26) .
Some transcription passes all of these terminators in vivo, however. RNA synthesis initiated at early promoter PR in (18), and it is assumed also to have this molecular weight.
the presence of the N gene protein proceeds through the terminators that produce the 7S RNA and RNA species b and c, ultimately extending into the late genes (27) . If PR' is the promoter for late gene expression, the terminator that produces the 6S RNA must be passed during synthesis of the bulk of late mRNA. Messenger RNA synthesis initiated at PL in the presence of N gene protein proceeds well beyond the terminator responsible for species a. The terminators that yield the 12S, 7S, and 6S RNAs and species b show a striking correlation with the four known sites of action of the regulatory proteins N and Q. Since the accumulation of mRNA in vivo requires these regulators, a reasonable hypothesis is that both regulators function by overcoming the barriers imposed by the termination sites. The proposal that the A N protein prevents transcription termination is strongly supported by the discovery by Richardson et al. (9) that rho factor is altered in a bacterial strain containing the polarity suppressor mutation SuA. Adhya et al. (7) , Franklin (8) , and Segawa and Imamoto (28) have shown that the N function relieves nonsense (and other) polarity in regions expressed under its direction, and they have argued that such polarity is due to transcription termination. Since this polarity is also relieved by loss of the rho transcription termination function, it is most likely that the N protein operates in both polarity relief and stimulation of A gene expression by preventing termination.
I present evidence here that A promoter PR', which is closely followed by a (rho-independent) terminator, is located at the genetically defined site required for Q-protein dependent expression of A late genes. Since this is also close to the site at which initiation of mRNA synthesis for the late genes occurs (2), it seems very likely that PR' is the late promoter. If this is true, the Q protein is not required for initiation of late transcription by RNA polymerase; it may function instead by preventing termination at the site that follows the late promoter. This model also applies to the Q-like system of 080 (and Salmonella phage P22), which appears to have a comparable set of promoter and terminator associated with its system of late control. The possibility that the X Q gene product affects transcription termination has been considered by others (20) .
The proposal that the N and Q gene products operate independently in the same genome by the same basic mechanism is consistent with the fact that the N gene protein affects transcription only from specific promoters. Thus phages A and Xi2' possess N (and N-like) functions of different specificity, each of which allows continued gene expression only for transcription from its own promoters (3). The sites Biochemistry: Roberts -L W-j that encode specific recognition of the N gene protein are
